Although the choice of the proposal distribution m(G ′ |G) can be arbitrary, for computing convenience, we require that only one tandem repeat segment is added or deleted in each RJMCMC move, i.e., |G−G ′ | = 1. We propose a simple random walk on the integer interval, i.e., using a symmetry distribution m(G ′ |G) = m(G|G ′ ) = 0.5 except boundary cases. For the boundary cases, we set m(G max − 1|G max ) = m(G min + 1|G min ) = 1. Similarly for computing convenience, we use a simple scheme to guarantee dimension matching. For the case G+1 = G ′ , we set U G ′ = Ø, i.e., an empty set. Thus we have (M G ′ ) =
The likelihood ratio π(R|θ 0 , Θ, A ′ , K ′ , G ′ )/π(R|θ 0 , Θ, A, K, G) could be simplified to a ratio that only relates to the proposed repeat segment, i.e.,
H(S(a * ,k * ) (i) ) |, where S(a * , k * ) (i) denotes the set of the ith nucleotides of all repeat units in the repeat segment S(a * , k * ). Thus, it is greatly impacted by the relation between a * and Θ. The uniform proposal distribution f (a * |A, K, G, k * ), however, is independent of Θ. Apparently, even if there really exists a segment that can make the new proposed model better than the current model, this segment is chosen from the background region with a very low probability if using this vanilla version RJMCMC.
Piloted version: In order to improve the acceptance rate of the proposed new segment, a piloted version of RJMCMC is introduced here. We propose a * conditional on Θ by evaluating the likelihood one-step in advance. More specifically, we set 
It turns out that the M-H ratio does not rely on the specific value of a * in this case. We can theoretically prove the advantage of this new version of RJMCMC. Conditional on R, θ 0 , Θ, A, K, k * , and G, we calculate the conditional expectation of the acceptance probability of both versions with respect to their corresponding proposal distributions of a * . Since λ (2) G,G ′ does not rely on the specific value of a * in the piloted version, we derive the conditional expectation of the acceptance probability
G,G ′ )|R, θ 0 , Θ, A, K, k
G,G ′ ).
Simple calculation shows that the expectation of λ (1) G,G ′ with regard to f (a * |R, A, K, G, k * ) is equal to the M-H ratio in the piloted version, i.e., E a * [λ (1) G,G ′ |R, θ 0 , Θ, A, K, k
G,G ′ |R, θ 0 , Θ, A, K, k
G,G ′ .
However, because of the cutoff function min(1, λ (1) G,G ′ ) in the vanilla version, we have
G,
G,G ′ )|R, θ 0 , Θ, A, K, k * , G].
Taking the expectation with regard to θ 0 , Θ, A, K, k * , and G on both two sides, we will obtain that E[min (1, λ (1) (2) G,G ′ )|R]. By reversibility of RJMCMC, this inequality also characterizes the reverse move from G + 1 to G. Hence we conclude theoretically that the acceptance rate (i.e., the expected acceptance probability) of the piloted version is larger than that of the vanilla version.
G,G ′ )|R] ≤ E[min(1, λ

Extra MCMC moves for better mixing
To tackle the high correlation between some parameters, we design three extra MCMC moves, namely a local group move, a global group move and a phase-shift move, to improve the mixing of the Markov chain.
Local group move: The iterative steps in Equation (4) and (5) in the main text are inefficient because of the high correlation between a g and k g . Intuitively, it is almost impossible to draw the 'correct' k g before we find the proper a g . As suggested by [2] and [3] , using the group move to update the highly correlated components together can improve the algorithm efficiency. We here design a group move to update (a g , k g ) simultaneously.
Let
). For the group move, we use the joint posterior density
, G) to sample the pair a g and k g together instead of sequentially updating them. From the full posterior probability expression, we can derive that
where (a g , k g ) takes value from the collection {(a g , k g ) : max{1,
Since the sampling of the new repeat segment is restricted within the range between the (g − 1)th and (g + 1)th segments, this Gibbs move is called the local group move for (a g , k g ).
Global group move: When the gth repeat segment fits the motif Θ poorly and a better-fitting candidate repeat segment exists in the background region but not between the (g − 1)th and (g + 1)th segments, this better-fitting candidate has nearly no chance to be sampled by updating (a g , k g ) using the local group move. We construct a global move to help the Markov chain jump out this kind of local mode. Basically, it solves this problem by deleting the gth segment and then adding a new segment sampled from the whole background region instead of only the part between the (g − 1)th and (g + 1)th segments.
Suppose that we want to update (a g , k g ) by sampling from the whole background region. By evaluating the likelihood one-step in advance, the proposal distribution of (a * , k * ) can be expressed as
where (a * , k * ) takes value from the collection {(a
Since the new proposed a * g may not satisfy the identifiability constraint that a g−1 < a * g < a g+1 , we have to sort and relabel all the repeat segments. We define this sorting and relling procedure as a deterministic function 
where ϕ(·) denotes the proposing probability of the whole set of location and size parameter pairs. Because the ρ(· ) function is a deterministic sorting and relabelling function for both directions, we have that
. Therefore, after substituting Equation (2) into (3) and cancelling the shared likelihood and prior components from the numerator and the denominator, the M-H ratio of the global group move Equation (3) will be equal to
. It turns out that the M-H ratio only depends on the proposed segment size k * and the original k g . The proposed segment from Equation (2) will be accepted if k * is greater than k g . Without the range limitation, the procedure of updating (a g , k g ) in the global move can draw a g from a larger candidate space as compared with the local move, therefore the larger candidate space has a higher chance to contain a better-fitting segment. On the other side, if compared at a single step level, the global group move consumes more resources in terms of both memory and computing time. But overall, the global move is capable of jumping out of some local modes within a single step, so the global move can improve the algorithm efficiency significantly.
Phase-shift move: Another factor that affects our final inference is similar to the phase-shift problem in motif discovery [4] . A random starting point adopted here may lead to a local-mode problem if a g is actually not corresponding to the first position of the true motif matrix. Due to the dependencies between A and Θ, the phase-shift problem is difficult to correct via the sequentially updating procedures. This problem can be solved by embedding an additional transformation move to change A and Θ simultaneously. Denote Θ(µ) as the motif matrix Θ with µ-shift to the left. For example, given
. The acceptance probability of this move is min(1, λ ps ). If accepted, we replace A and Θ by A + µ and Θ(µ) respectively.
The complete algorithm
The complete algorithm given in the main text can be summarized as follows.
• Input: observed data: R; the motif width: w; prior information of θ 0 and Θ: β 0 , B; the range of
• Output: maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates {θ 0 ,Θ,Â,K,Ĝ} and a sample from the joint posterior distribution.
• Sampling procedure:
-Initialization: Initialize all parameters with random draws from their corresponding prior distributions.
-Repeat the following steps until convergence: * Step 1: Conditional on A, K, and G, update θ 0 and Θ. * Step 2: Conditional on θ 0 , Θ, and G, iteratively draw (a g , k g ) by Equation (1) To run our algorithm on the synthetic data, the following prior settings are used: k min = 2, k max = 20, G min = 1, and G max = 20. For the prior of Θ, we set B as a matrix with all entries equal to one. This leads to an independent uniform prior distribution for each θ i . We also assume we know the motif width. For the tuning parameters controlling the frequency of extra MCMC moves, we set N 1 = 5, N 2 = 5, and N 3 = 30. To compare the piloted RJMCMC with the vanilla RJMCMC, we separately run both versions with the same initial parameter values. We repeated this for three times, which resulted in six MCMC chains. The three independent sets of initial parameter values are all randomly sampled from their corresponding prior distributions.
We used two methods to diagnose whether the RJMCMC chains have converged. One method is to monitor the potential scale reduction factorR introduced by [5] , which is based on the relative size of between-chain to within-chain variation. AR value close to one is a sign of convergence. Another method for convergence diagnosis is based on the trace plot of parameters or their functions. For the experiment on synthetic data, since we know the true parameter values, we evaluate the (unnormalized) joint posterior probability of all parameters at their corresponding true values using Equation (5) . The resulted posterior probability is used as a reference value. A RJMCMC chain is diagnosed as converged when its trace plot of posterior probability stabilizes around the reference value.
Treating the first 1000 iterations as the burn-in period, we calculate theR value using the second 1000 iterations of the three independent chains for each RJMCMC versions. We obtainR = 1.076 and 1.051 respectively for the vanilla and piloted versions. It means that the both versions have roughly converged in the second 1000 iterations. Figure 1 compared the two RJMCMC versions using the trace plots of unnormalized log π(θ 0 , Θ, A, K, G|R) and G which are generated from one of three sets of initial values. The trace plots of posterior probability show that the piloted version took 223 iterations to reach the reference value for the first time, while the vanilla version took 1234 iterations. The traces of posterior probability tend to stabilize after they reach the reference value in both versions. This shows again that both RJMCMC chains have roughly converged in the second 1000 iterations. It also shows that the piloted version converged much faster than the vanilla version. Figure 1b also implies that the proposed RJMCMC move in the piloted version is more easily to be accepted. From the experiment results, we obtain that the acceptance rates of the RJMCMC moves are 1.50% and 4.38% respectively for the vanilla and piloted versions. This empirical observation is in agreement with the theoretical result derived in the previous section. Figure 2 shows the autocorrelation functions estimated for both versions after removing the first 1000 iterations as the burn-in period. It shows that the autocorrelation function of the piloted version runs to zero much faster than the vanilla version, which means the former is much more efficient in terms of producing more independent samples within the same number of iterations.
To show the accuracy of the statistical inference, Table 1 provides a comparison between the MAP estimates from 10000 iterations of the RJMCMC chains and the true value for location parameters (A, K). It is clear that both RJMCMC versions successfully detect almost all repeat segments. 
Comparison with existing methods
Scoring functions for TRF and RepeatMasker
Both TRF and RepeatMasker construct an explicit alignment score to evaluate a sequence segment and use the score to decide whether to report it as a repeat segment. For TRF, the program is divided into two parts, namely a detection component and an analysis component. The detection component is used to find potential repeat segments. It constructs a dictionary of all tuples/k-mers for the input sequence, and uses it to select potential repeat segments through a set of criteria. The analysis component attempts to grow a tandem repeat from the surrounding region of a potential repeat segment identified in the detection component by performing a local sequence alignment with wraparound dynamic programming. For each repeat segment reported by the analysis component, TRF extracts a consensus pattern by the majority rule and then aligns the consensus pattern with the corresponding repeat segment and counts the number of matches, mismatches and indels, which are denoted as n match , n mismatch and n indels , respectively. With the consensus pattern and alignment scoring parameters (s match , s mismatch , s indels ), TRF calculates an alignment score for a repeat segment as
where s mismatch and s indels can be viewed as the penalty for mismatches and indels, respectively.Finally TRF reports all the repeat segments with a score above a prescribed threshold.
RepeatMasker requires a prebuilt repeat library to perform repeat analysis, therefore it is essentially just a matching algorithm instead of a de novo repeats finder. It adopts Smith-Waterman-Gotoh algorithm to compare the input sequence with those prebuilt repeat sequences in its repeat library, and reports the adjusted Smith-Waterman score. The function for calculating the score in RepeatMasker is similar to the score function in TRF, except that RepeatMasker uses a detail scoring matrix as its alignment scoring parameters to penalize different types of mismatches with different scores. For example, transversions take a higher penalty than transitions in scoring matrices in RepeatMasker. Here transitions involve interchanges within purines (G and A) or within pyrimidines (T and C). All other types of substitutions belong to transversions. Furthermore, RepeatMasker holds a set of different scoring matrices and chooses one of them according to the divergence level of the repeats and the background GC level in the input sequence. Different scoring matrices have different penalty scores for mismatches and indels. More details can be found in RepeatMasker Documentation (www.repeatmasker.org).
Comparison of our algorithm with TRF and RepeatMasker in terms of modeling and computing
In our algorithm, we sequentially and iteratively update the motif pattern, which is represented by a probability matrix, and the positions of repeat segments according to their joint posterior distribution.
The main difference between their alignment approaches and our sampling approach is that our algorithm represents the repeat pattern using a probability matrix (i.e., motif matrix) instead of a consensus sequence, and evaluates multiple repeat segments via the posterior probability based on the motif matrix that summarizes all repeat segments from the whole sequence. Firstly, in terms of modeling, these softwares use different approaches to quantify the uncertainty in the repeats. For both TRF and RepeatMasker, a consensus sequence is used to represent the repeat pattern, and certain scores are used to penalize the deviation from the consensus. Our algorithm uses a probability matrix to represent the repeat pattern, and uses it to evaluate the generating probability of the input sequence for given positions of repeat segments. Intuitively, each column of the motif matrix describes the relative frequencies or proportions of the four nucleotides occurring at the corresponding position in motif, and is treated as the weighted alignment scoring parameters for corresponding position in tandem repeats. Therefore a rare nucleotide in a repeat position will be penalized by a corresponding small probability/weight. It enables our algorithm to evaluate different positions in motif matrix with different sets of weighted alignment scoring parameters, instead of using the same set of alignment scoring parameters for all positions in motif as shown in TRF and RepeatMasker. Moreover, the weighted alignment scoring parameters in our algorithm, i.e. motif matrix, vary with the updated repeat region in our model. But both TRF and RepeatMasker pre-specify their alignment scoring parameters and keep them invariant in the entire detection process.
Secondly, in terms of computing or optimization, both TRF and RepeatMasker use deterministic procedures. TRF constructs the repeat pattern by a first-scan of the input sequence, then uses it to scan the input sequence again in order to determine the position of the repeat segment. RepeatMasker uses a known repeat pattern from the given library to scan the input sequence once in order to determine the positions of repeat segments. But in our algorithm, we update the motif pattern and positions of repeat segments sequentially and iteratively, and stochastically, such that the optimal generating probability can be found. With the Markov chain theory, our random updating procedure is guaranteed to converge with sufficient number of iteration and the optimal solution can be found. But with a deterministic one or two step scan of the input sequence, TRF and RepeatMasker are likely to miss the optimal solution.
Lastly, our probabilistic algorithm automatically borrows information across multiple repeat segments to infer the shared repeat pattern. This cannot be achieved by the window-based approach of TRF and the prebuild library approach of RepeatMasker.
All the differences enable our algorithm to be more sensitive to short and unapparent tandem repeat segments that share a homologous motif pattern with each other. But on the other hand, so far, our algorithm does not consider indels because of modeling and computing difficulty in its current probabilistic framework. TRF and RepeatMasker are able to penalize indels in their heuristic scoring functions. As a result, TRF and RepeatMasker are more capable of dealing with enriched indels in repeats.
We use a single synthetic sequence that contains some short repeat segments to illustrate the advantage of our algorithm. The single synthetic sequence with DSATR is generated with L=10000, w = 7, G = 11 and There are in total 36 repeat units in the synthetic sequence. Using the true value as the baseline, we list all true repeat units with their positions and results from RepeatMasker, TRF, and our algorithm in piloted version in Table 2 . The result shows that, although RepeatMasker and TRF are favored by knowing true repeat consensus sequence and the highest sensitivity setting, more than half repeat segments are missed in their reports. Whereas all repeat segments are reported by our algorithm. It suggests that, compared with window-based algorithms TRF and RepeatMasker, our algorithm takes advantage of the motif matrix, which helps our algorithm collect all information from the whole sequences, to gain better sensitivity to the short and divergent repeat segments.
In addition, after calculating the SF T RF for the true repeat segment, we also find that parts of those repeat segments missed in TRF report have a SF T RF higher than the minimum alignment score, 20. In the set of true repeat segments, the 8-th repeat segment, for example, contains five repeat units and is reported by both RepeatMasker and our algorithm but missed by TRF. By the majority rule, we obtain its consensus pattern, AAGGTCG.
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AAGGgCG AAGGTCG AtGGcCt AAGtTCG AAGaTCG 7685 consensus pattern AAGGTCG AAGGTCG AAGGTCG AAGGTCG AAGGTCG After aligning with the consensus pattern, we find there are 6 mismatches (lower cases) and 29 matches and obtain its SF T RF = 40 with the parameter (2,3,5) . The result indicates that it is possible for TRF, as a deterministic procedure, to systematically miss some repeats segments with a TRF score higher than its threshold alignment score. 
Experiment setting on synthetic data from the generative simulation model
To compare with classic motif discovery methods, we run GMS to detect the repeats segments in the synthetic data with the following setting: number of different motif = 1, motif width = w, estimated total motif instances = 140, and number iterations = 5000. As RepeatMasker searches the repeat through aligning the input data with the repeats library which have to be given in advance, we take the dominant nucleotides in each column of motif matrix to build the consensus pattern and use it as the sole repeat pattern in the RepeatMasker library. In other words, RepeatMasker only reports the repeats of the true consensus pattern. Therefore it is favored with guaranteed high specificity. For TRF, we use the following setting: minimize the max repeat period as given w, the minimum alignment score to report repeat = 20, the parameters= (2,3,5) .
Furthermore, according to the probability of the dominant nucleotide [6] , we define the degree of conservation as high, median, or low as follows.
• High conservation: the probabilities of dominant nucleotides are above 0.90 for all columns.
• Median conservation: the probabilities of dominant nucleotides are between 0.70 and 0.90 for all columns.
• Low conservation: the probabilities of dominant nucleotides are below 0.70 for all columns.
The following nine motif matrixes are used to generate synthetic data sets. The average entropy of 
Experiments on synthetic data from the coalescent simulation model
To make the synthetic data more practical, a simple version of coalescent simulation model [7] [8] [9] is adopted to generate the synthetic sequences. In this model, the synthetic sequence consists of two parts, background and repeat regions. Given θ 0 , we generate the background region. Then a simple version of coalescent simulation model is applied to generate the set of tandem repeat segments. Finally, the tandem repeat segments are embedded into the background sequence to generate the synthetic sequences.
To generate the coalescent genealogy, we first randomly draw the number of repeat segments, G, from G min to G max . Given the number of repeat segments, G, the simple coalescent model is used to build a genealogical tree, which contains G − 1 coalescent events, and generate the coalescence times. Let T i denote the coalescence time of ith coalescent event where T 1 = 0. As stated in [7] [8] [9] , the coalescence times are sampled with the distribution
where i = 2, ..., G and t i > 0. At each the coalescence time, the coalescent event randomly occurs on one of lineages in the tree. Given a consensus pattern, we first generate a number k ′ and then exactly replicate the consensus pattern k ′ times to produce a repeat segment. This segment is regarded as the root of the genealogical tree or the most recent common ancestor of all repeat segments in this tree. With the genealogical trees, we then define the three types of mutation processes at two levels, repeat unit and nucleotide.
Repeat unit level : The polymerase slippage is one primary mechanism which causes the change in the number of repeats for each repeat segment [10, 11] . The stepwise mutation model (SMM) [12] is a possible way to simulate this case. It postulates that each time slot the number of repeats units for each segment is increased or decreased one unit via a simple random walk at a fixed rate. When the slippage occurs, we randomly select one of existing repeat units and choose one of these two cases with equal probability. For the increasing case, the select unit is replicated and then the replicated unit is inserted into the existing segment. For the decreasing case, the selected repeat unit is removed from the existing segment.
Nucleotide level : Substitutions are the primary mutations at nucleotide level. When a substitution occurs, we first randomly select one nucleotide from the repeats segments and then randomly generate a nucleotide from four possible outcomes to replace the selected one.
Based on the coalescence time, the Poisson distribution [9] is used to sample the number j of mutation events
where σ/2 represents the mutation rate per unit time slot. Since the mutation rates vary with pattern width for short tandem repeat [10, 13] , wδ is used to replace σ in Equation (4) to model the mutation rates. It implies that the segments with a longer motif have a higher probability with more mutation events under the same degree signal strength and the same number of repeat units.
where m u and m s respectively denote the proportion of the variation of the number of repeat units and substitutions. For each mutation event we draw one of two types of mutations with M . Similarly, we generate nine different sets of synthetic sequences according to their motif width and signal strength for coalescent simulation model experiments. Notice that the generating processes of the sequences from the simple coalescent simulation model are not related to any motif matrix. We thus have to select a new criterion to measure the signal strength instead of the degree of conservation. As previous discussion, δw/2 represents the mutation rate per unit time slot. Thus, it is a natural choice that the parameter δ is defined as a new measure for the signal strength where a smaller δ implies a higher signal strength. Here, we still compare the results from different algorithms at nucleotide level to ignore the phase-shift problem. Table 3 summarizes the results from GMS, TRF, RepeatMasker and piloted version. As shown in Table 3 , the results of the synthetic sequences from the simple coalescent simulation model (M = [0.2, 0.8]) are similar to that of the synthetic sequences from generative model. Our algorithm still keeps a good performance for short and divergent sequence.
6 Real data experiment
Post-processing for indel treatment
In this subsection, we introduce a post-processing step for indel treatment which is applied to the results from the piloted version program for helping detect the possible repeat units with indels, which include both deletions and insertions. The post-processing is a deterministic method. It uses the MAP estimates of θ 0 and Θ from previous MCMC chains to identify repeat units with indels by calculating a probability matching score between the repeat motif matrix and sequences around the reported repeat segments.
Let p indel denote the indel probability. When an indel occurs at position i, deletion and insertion take place with equal probability, i.e., p del|indel = p ins|indel = p indel 2 . The length of the indel segment, n, is randomly selected from 1 to min{3, ⌊w/2⌋}, where w denotes the pattern width. Such a setting helps us limit the length of a single indel segment, which in turn means that those long indels are never considered as parts of the repeat region in the post-processing. For the deletion case, a n-length consecutive substring is assumed to be deleted from the repeat region of the sequence. For the insertion case, a n-length consecutive substring, whose nucleotides are generated from a multinomial distribution with parameter θ 0 , is inserted into the repeat region of the sequence.
We define our scoring function, SF , as
where P indels denotes the product of the indels probability and can be expressed as where m represents the number of indels in sequences.
In the post-processing, only the background regions that are adjacent to repeat segments are used to detect the potential repeat units with indels. Each time, we only cut a consecutive block adjacent to the previous repeat segments as the testing region. Depending on their positions in our results, the potential regions are classified as one of two types. Type-1 is that the region just falls in the gap between two adjacent repeat segments and with a length less than w(k min + 2). The rest of them are classified into Type-2.
For Type-1 regions, we calculate the SF score for all possible alignments for the whole regions under a given largest number of indels. We choose the alignment with the largest SF score, denoted as SF * , and calculate the difference between SF * and current SF , i.e., ∆SF = SF * − SF . If ∆SF is greater than a threshold given in advance, we will accept the alignment and regard the tested consecutive block as part of repeat region with indels and update current SF , K and A.
For Type-2 regions, we also calculate the SF score for all possible alignments under a given largest number of indels for the region length from 1 to 2wk min , then calculate the difference, ∆SF , between the largest SF * score and current SF . If ∆SF is greater than a pre-specified threshold, we will accept the alignment and regard the corresponding region as part of repeat region with indels and update current SF . To simplify the post-processing, each time at most one indel is considered in the potential repeat region for both two types. For Type-2, it is possible for us to repeat the post-processing for the sequence to expand the repeat region until no new region can be added.
As an auxiliary part, the post-processing will not bring any change to the motif, i.e., keeping θ 0 and Θ invariant. The post-processing contributes to complementing the results from our main algorithm via indels detection.
Experiment setting
Both RepeatMasker and TRF are compared with our algorithm on real data. With the default settings which is already the most sensitive case provided in Pre-Masked Genomes, the outputs from the PreMasked Genomes in RepeatMasker are regarded as the results of RepeatMasker. Note that RepeatMasker is favored by knowing all possible repeat consensuses in advance. For TRF, we use its default parameters and set the minimum report score as 20 in order to increase its sensitivity.
For our algorithm, we run five independent chains with 1000 iterations for each real sequence. Then, the MAP in five chains will be regarded as our results. After the post-processing step with p indels = 0.1 and the threshold for ∆SF as log 2, the final results containing indels are used to compare with the other two algorithms.
